
A quick and easy way to make a 10m Square to practice for MFNZ Clubman and Sportsman events

Materials required:

1. Get some string – anything will do – cut to about 34.25m – in case you are a person that is particular about 
lengths, this is not exactly the right length but will be fine for what we are doing.

2. Get 9 (min of 5) sticks about 0.2m long
3. Get another piece of string about 0.8m long
4. Get a can of cheap white spray paint
5. Get 4 small cable ties – 3 of one colour – say blue and 1 of another – say yellow

To make jig:

1. Tie both loose ends of string together – zip up one of the blue cable ties at this point (anchor point 1)
2. Keeping the two pieces of string together measure 5m from anchor point one  and tie a little loop as a 

marker in each piece of string
3. Measure an additional 5m from the loops and tie another loop in each piece of string. Add the remaining 

two blue cable ties one to each loop
4. Keep pulling through the two pieces of string until you get to the end where the strings loop together. At this 

point tie another little loop and zip up the yellow cable tie.

5. Get 0.8m string and tie around neck of spray can. Measure out 0.6m from spray can nozzle tie a little loop.

To set up:

1. Unravel your string, locate one of the blue cable ties next in line to a yellow cable tie.
2. Get one of your sticks and push into the ground – place little loop around stick.
3. Move along string until you get to your next blue cable tie – this should be 10 m and you need to line this 

side up either parallel or perpendicular to the wind. Pull so the string is straight and put in another stick, 
hook over loop.

4. There is 1 blue cable tie left. Go to it and position it so you make a triangle and both lines are reasonable 
tight. Put in stick into ground and hoop little loop over it.

5. Get spray can and mark on the ground each corner, and where the little loops are at the 5m marks. Also 
mark where the yellow cable tie is – this is the centre of your square.

6. Take string from the square side of triangle and carefully walk across to form other side of square – put 
another stick into ground in correct position
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7. Mark 5m and corner marks with spray can.
8. Get another stick and put into ground at the centre point. Get string tied to spray can and loop over stick. 

Pull out to remove slack and spray a circle around point. This is you 1.2m diameter landing circle.
9. You can do this again on the sides or outside of square for pilot circles etc.
10. You can put the string away as you are done with it and it makes a mess it is gets into the head 
11. You can use the 4 remaining sticks to mark the centre flag points of your square for the manoeuvres that 

require it.

That’s about it really – should work. If there is something missed I’m sure you can work it out.
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